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Abstract
The process of making is transmitting knowledge through an act of doing. Perceiving the body as a multisensory being pushes Australian Aboriginal artistic encounters that challenge other ways of thinking and doing. This article explores the nexus between Indigenous knowledge and creative practice as an embodied theoretical framework based on the human senses that may assist artists in deconstructing their current conventional thinking and broaden their interaction by deeply connecting with self and the environment. This article aims to highlight Indigenous practice-based methodologies that can inform the artist to practice research and teaching resources. Examining Indigenous creative knowledge systems can enable artists to experience not only an acquisition of content of Indigenous practices but develop a unique methodological Indigenous approach to how our senses offer a valuable contribution to the making experience.
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Introduction
Much has been written about art-making but not concerning the body–mind connectivity that is key in driving Australian Indigenous creative practices. The omission of bodily awareness lies in the conception and function of art through a dominant Western lens that views creativity as a cognitive process derived from a combination of personal talents and training (Pascual-Leone et al., 2005); its excellence preserved in museums. Indigenous creative pedagogies are a systematic form of knowing that utilizes the scientific structures of multisensory knowledge to interact with spiritual space and
cultural place. Indigenous methods of knowing focus on bodily sensory connections to transmit ideas and values inherent to culture, unlike Western notions that perceive art-making as a skill of esthetic appreciation.

Creative processes require not only knowledge known over time and practice but also a willingness not to be constrained by our existing knowledge. The act of being creative is in and of itself an act of making “new” the form or idea. Creativity is socially endorsing within the many paradigms that assume it has value—neoliberalism sees the creative endeavor as a process for making ingenious and moneyed systems; meanwhile, social justice and critical paradigms see it as a way to propose new ways of being and the disruption of the values and attitudes that are socially unjust. As artists and performers, we should challenge established knowledge of all forms so as to help free ourselves of the confines of existing knowledge and their paradigms or philosophical stance. This is the goal of this paper. I will show another way of knowing, and the epistemic point of view is deeply threaded in history but concurrently brings “new” knowledge to the world of art-making.

Using both implicit and explicit knowledge dimensions in the creative processes allows for the free flow of encounters, which are both analytical and subjective experiences. The act of “doing” is an experimental process that involves a tactic engagement. The power of these knowledge forms is central to our understanding. Still, it is the act of acting—“action” or the “doing”—through a multisensory tactic experience that lets us encounter the unknown and known knowledge. These various knowledge systems are known to us as implicit, explicit, and analytical, but always subjective. This subjectivity is the esthetic encounter, and it is through an internalized process of the esthetic that we can explore the relationship among creative practice, experience, imaginative space, and intuitive reasoning. In artistic processes, through any lens, there is always a concatenation of sequenced events—a restless search for exciting forms and meanings. These meanings are made known to us through affect and emotion and become awake (esthetic) in us through our senses. Elsewhere, the notion of how our knowledge has been put to sleep (anesthetized) could be explored, but in this paper, let us assume it is natural and the senses are known to us and warrant exploration.

By using our natural human senses, we can respond to certain stimuli on an automatic or preconscious level. The nature of the preconscious knowing is not easily understood but has been known to the world of Aboriginal people from time eternal. Preconscious knowledge is always associated with a part of the mind that is below the level of direct conscious awareness or as used here “knowing.” The preconscious is the realm from which remembrances, recollections, and the deep gnosis along with emotions that may or may not been repressed can be recalled. Aboriginal and First Nations people have had a long history of deep knowing and have become known as the Indigenous ways of “doing” in the making of artwork. This making is grounded in the pedagogics of interconnectivity, and there is no separation or disjunction among cognition, bodily experience, and real-life theories. These experiences inform the art-making as practice. In the ultimacy of making through the lens of Indigenous knowledge, art-making as a product is encoded, and the process of making is transmitted through our senses.
Indigenous creative ways of knowing—a standpoint of sensorial meaning

In all societies, culture influences art-making, as culture is integral to knowledge. Art, as a process, as noted above, is explicit and implicit in its presentation of multiple unfolding worldviews. I have already alluded to how specialized Indigenous knowing surrounds information bound in a long history. This form of interactive embodied knowing is what we have always called, and more recently heard, a country. The essential term country needs to be appreciated, and it must be realized how this refers to much more than a space or contained region (land) while still being a “geographical” location of ancestral connection. Country is where the earth, water, and the sky coalesce, and most importantly, country is imbued with expressive narratives from creational and pre-creational periods. Country is entwined within laws, social structures, and behaviors where every facet of landform, fauna, and flora is known to be alive and deeply respected. There is also the notion that Country, is a living thing, and this is most often when we hear the word. The cosmology of a living country not only informs the practices of art-making but can be seen to be the driving life force that makes the art. Being on country, the art-making is in response to the country as a living realm. This is quite anathematic to many Western ways of knowing, but there are exceptions of artists going on to land and replicating the images therein the art. What is unique to the world of Indigenous knowledge, as discussed here, is the cosmological dialogue that occurs.

With over 350 documented and different countries (nations) in Australia, each nation has its unique interpretation of ritualized practices and processes, particularly in art-making. Knowing is, therefore, based on historical experiences that continue to be adaptive, cumulative, and holistic in how we interact with the world. Indigenous knowledge is localized, culturally specific, and reflects a community’s social values (Janke, 2003). Beyond the social values, the connection across these 350 countries—the unifying factor is how the nation listens to and responds to the land—sky, sea, fauna, flora, and earth. Each country and the nation that looks to the country listens and responds in and through art-making (Janke, 2003).

Returning to the body of each of us, the sense of how our Indigenous knowledge captures the meaning given to us is now worthy of examination. Indigenous knowledge involving creative practices requires processes that capture the multisensorial nature of lived and felt experiences that promote self-reflection. This is because art-making can and must evoke emotions. Therefore, ways of knowing involve complex processes of seeing, being, doing, and feeling, which are often illustrated through a seemingly simplistic image or form. These Indigenous systems of knowing include and give precedence to embodied rituals, ceremonial spiritualism, and an inherent connection to the land (country). As noted earlier, the land speaks through these ritualized practices and transmits visual stories that serve us and are made visible to enrich knowledge-sharing. The art-making form and image become a substantial direct and indirect exchange for making meaning. Spiritualism, along with cognition, bodily experience, and real-life theories, is infiltrated via bodily awareness and becomes known. This way
of making meaning is central to understanding our lives. There is no opportunity to deny this reality for Indigenous people. The inherent connection of the land lies at the heart of intellectual sovereignty.

Art-making offers unique ways to build bridges between other cultures and thus enrich possibilities for genuine knowledge exchange (Rathwell & Armitage, 2016). Although Indigenous art-making has reached global attention, spiritual and cultural esthetic knowledge remains on the parameters of Australia's dominant cultural ideologies (Folley, 2019), which are Western and, more often, white in their privileging of art. The dominant discourse is predominantly noted through language, which is constructed and patriarchal in nature. There are limitations in knowing through the written word and the spoken word. Any communication system that is too heavily based on language and number is limited. There is a sense of inadequacy when we need to express anything or everything we feel and sense. Therefore, art-making and viewing are often used in bridging the gap of words in both Indigenous and non-Indigenous ways of sensing. This paper contends that the arts allow us to say what literal language can never say.

The positivist paradigm and the cognitive mind-thought has become favored in Western societies; logos or word is privileged. In many Western worlds, emotion and somatic experiences (Damasio, 2009), along with creative thinking, are embedded in conceptual, analytical, and rigid bounded forms. There is limited attention paid to the function and perspective that value the immersion oneself within free-flow activities. Hence, through a Western point of view, there has been an unrecognized loss of multisensory immersion in the goal of processes in art-making. This paper brings these immersive multisensory experiences on country back to the readership. Western conceptions also generally have lost faith in the trustworthy source of self-knowledge and are now, more than ever, heavily influenced by social media and social technologies where choice-making is more limited and algorithm-driven. The omission of an internally felt and intensely lived experiences denies the vital part of everyday life, which is the very fabric of creative expression (see Figure 1). The loss of reliance on one’s self-felt knowledge and experiences not only interrupts our deep connection with our senses and country but also threatens our psychological well-being as a therapeutic naturalizing activity (McKenna, 2015). The act of art-making is live-giving (physis) in all circumstances where we attend to our interiority. Physis here could mean a genesis (birthing) as opposed to death (Thanatos). Our collective conscious is linked with the order and strength of the land, which is unique to the art-making experience. This is especially true and significant for the Indigenous communities. The ground (country) brings us life.

Sensory language in creative-making processes

The way the senses are used in language within culture reveals much about a culture’s sensory knowledge and embodied practices. Indigenous language differs from Western societies in that it is not restricted to just written interpretation but is constructed on an internal dialogue based on social and cultural norms. We must recognize that there is no language within any Australian Indigenous nation translating to the term “art.” The
West has used the original word *art* to mean conveying cultural, intellectual; visual concepts are centered on knowledge and often without attention to an esthetic.

Within the Indigenous knowledge system, the actual process of making ("bangawarra") is through the engagement of the cultural human–nature connectedness

**FIGURE 1** | Liz Cameron (Belanjee), *Country—The Fabric of Being*, acrylic and inks on canvas, 914×457 mm.
that is guided by our human senses. Visual language, as bangawarra, is centered around cultural communication where symbols express more than words. The essential nature of moving beyond words is the core of bangawarra. A narrative form of “embodied thinking” (Levine, 1997, p. 41) would perhaps be more acceptable, as the embodiment is interpreted as how the body is an interactive process in cultural acquisition developed through the senses. But in defining Indigenous sensory knowledge systems, we are challenged in interpreting as verbs are more accurate than the use of nouns. For example, the noun sight is interpreted very differently from the verb seeing. Sight reflects one action, whereas seeing involves more profoundly observing. This is noted in various cultures across the globe, especially Javanese, which acknowledges having notions rasa or felt senses through a structured language discourse with verbs such as seeing, hearing, talking, smelling, and feeling (Geurts, 2003). Cultural language also influences how we define and make meaning of the human senses within creative processes and how we value our senses (Classen, 1999). This is demonstrated in how Eastern and Western cultures perceive our senses. Western customs, for instance, categorizes five senses (Dundes, 2007) within a hierarchical order, with sight as the “noblest” of the senses and touch classified as the “lowest” (Howes, 2006). Western culture also rank and label the proximal senses (touch, taste, and smell) as inferior (Holmes & Spence, 2004), with the sense of sight considered the dominant mode for the progress of science and “object-centered thinking” (Pacey, 1999, pp. 39–57). From an Indigenous standpoint, this creates an imbalance of the senses, as relying merely on sight limits our full capacity to obtain an immersive bodily experience.

The seven human senses of creativity in making

Indigenous theories of the human senses consist of the external senses, which include seeing (vision), hearing (audition), tasting (gustation), smelling (olfaction), and touching (somatosensorial). The internal senses comprise of intuitive being (“oolgna”) and imaginative knowing (“ngara”). While there is a loss within English translation, oolgna is interpreted as felt gut sensations—a natural bodily alertness that generates deep, emotionally felt insight. Ngara refers to the imaginary, an ability to observe through a sense of curiosity that is deeply grounded within memory and dreams. These seven senses combined are perceived as guides of the emotional unconscious and are consciously felt vibrations that perpetrate cognitive thinking. Hence, it is not the mind that drives creativity in practice but the deep connection we have with our body and the world around us.

The external senses of seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling, and touching in making

The way we see things is affected by what we know or what we believe (Berger, 1990). The external senses of Indigenous knowledge are noted as a multi-unified combination, as each sense is interrelated to the other rather than being separate identities. Our senses provide a deep awareness of the past, present, and offer future guidance when we are
truly connected. As a self-reflective process, these senses provide us with insight, as “from feelings comes insight; from insight comes knowledge.” Insight cannot be achieved through logical mind-thought but is transmitted through the act of doing.

**Ways of seeing**

Seeing surrounds observations that are influenced by our experiences, actions, and responses through sensory stimuli (Abrams, Klinger, & Greenwald, 2002). Seeing a tree includes seeing its shape, form, and stance, touching its structure, tasting its fruits, smelling its unique scent, hearing its natural rhythmical breathing, intuitively connecting with its spiritual presence, and imagining its vibrational breaths. Deeply seeing allows the artist to view the world through shapes, colors, and objects they may have previously overlooked. By involving a more complete sensorial ontology in the studying shapes and objects, we witness new dimensions and imagine other possibilities. Seeing color can increase both the clarity and the affective impact in art-making, but when we interpret color as a sensation, we are instantly transformed from conventional thinking into a more subjective viewpoint that enlightens our experience.

Many Indigenous artists use bright colors in full spectra to evoke, convey, and enhance the viewer’s experience, as vivid hues represent social and spiritual sentiments that transform the initial subject matter. The use of geometric shapes cultivates sound (music) through a psychedelic illusion of space within size, shape, and positioning. The use of abstract repetitive patterns and the deployment of an unrestricted broad spectrum of colors of dots and lines create not only generates movement or depth but also an interplay of optical effects that infiltrates our senses into being reactive. For example, Indigenous artist Natalie Bateman utilizes dots and geometric shapes that represent land markings such as hills, rivers, coastlines, and the cosmos. Her ideas come from everyday living, and the stories passed down from her Elders. Bateman uses repetitions of color to create unity and harmony that leads the viewer’s eye from one shape to another. Another Indigenous artist Kudditji Kngwarreye uses sophisticated large blocks of subtle contrasting colors, merged with sweeping brushstrokes that are reminiscent of his country, by applying textured geometric square and rectangular shapes that reflect subjective experiences of form and content. Kudditji infuses his works by singing the stories of his country that echo the Australian desert into an abstract interplay of makings and language.

**Ways of smelling**

Smelling offers the artist a way of connecting with the environment (country) with varying odors evoking and triggering memory across times and spaces. Scent affects us on both physical, psychological, and social levels. Smelling also influences our emotional states and reactionary behaviors through associations of pleasant or pungent odors (Chen & Haviland-Jones, 2000). Pleasant smells bring feelings of calmness, which accentuates the artist’s sensual experiences. Using scent within art practices also increases self-reflection (Barss, 2000) to generate more powerful responses in our perceptions of flavors, as smelling gives an artform flavor. For instance, artist Sissel
Tolaas works with fragrance to explore the importance of olfaction within the human culture. Her multidisciplinary approach investigates olfactory encounters by inviting viewers to smell the aroma and connect with their memories. Maki Ueda also explores olfaction concerning space and movement with smelling sparking the imagination.

Traditionally, Indigenous artists combined various natural ochre pigments with plant materials to create strong odors to empathize with the human–nature connection. Indigenous artist Clinton Nain offers another expressive reaction to smelling by using reactive materials such as bitumen paint and domestic household bleach as a medium to express truthfulness around aspects of Indigenous life. Nain’s works create intensive sensory experiences by using the strong, active components of bitumen as a ground surface and applying acrylics over the top to illustrate disorder and chaos. The pungent smell of asphalt, along with the peeling and cracked acrylic surface, stimulates our senses into an emotional realism of toxicity associated with pain and disgust.

Ways of hearing

Hearing allows us to listen to the natural vibrations of our environment and plays an integral part in Indigenous art-making. Capturing sounds through rhythmical lines, circular movements, and vivid hues facilitate our cultural embodiment. Applying rhythmical symbolic patterning highlights the immersive power of the sensory connection in synchronizing with auditory responses. Synchronizing in art-making liberates expression between sound and space and evokes a transcending experience of psychological effect (Husain, Thompson, & Schellenberg, 2002). Artist John Cage, for example, pushes our understanding of sound through his development of musical maps by combining art-making with music that blends familiar elements of notations with unconventional objects such as squiggles, wavy lines, and illuminating colors. Sound is uniquely captured from many Indigenous artists who construct sensory, auditory mosaics designed to invite listeners to hear art-making speak (see Figure 2. This internal dialogue offers an organic element of the rhythmical structure. Indigenous artists like Rodney Jungala King embed their traditional language and songs into visual narratives to illustrate their country’s creational stories. King constructs geographical maps that are interwoven with ritualized cultural landscapes. Many other Indigenous artists use natural wood materials to make musical instruments such as the didgeridoo (yidaki), clapstick, and bullroarers. World-renowned yidaki craftsman Djalu’ Gurruwiwi, expresses the tool as an extension of himself as a way of highlighting the sacredness surrounding the human–nature connection. These instruments are handcrafted with intricate designs that represent cultural values by using symbols related to their own country.

Ways of touching

Touching relates to the reactive sensory transmitters that provide information on the internal and external environments. Tactile explorations create an extension in knowing through the felt vibrations of the natural pulsations of different frequencies where our bodies unite in synchronization. For example, our finger’s functional role is to perceive surface textures, feel pressure changes in temperature, and various other
fluctuations. These tactile interactions allow the artist to gain further information through bodily–kinesthetic intelligence, which not only offers genuine authenticity but a receptive conduit of free-flow abilities (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Through physical contact, we can feel the contours, tautness, and rigidity of an artwork, which allows for further contemplations of judgment concerning shape, style, texture, and substance of form. The tactile experience of touching within creative making is illustrated by Indigenous weaver Anawari Inpiti Mitchell who works with experimental sculptural forms. Mitchell creates images of animals inspired by her local environment using fiber art that represents a medium of ceremonial and cultural material. Thompson Yulidjirri also uses the sense of touching by making traditional fish traps that hold great spiritual significance associated with replenishing and renewal. Yulidjirri dyeing processes incorporate root fibers and specific plants painted with ochre and animal fat to push the limits of these materials. His work is both tactic and responsive to cultural knowledge.

**Ways of tasting**

Tasting contributes to self-perception and self-analysis, as flavor allows the artist self-analysis through memory recall. Artists have portrayed food in various creative ways for centuries, yet the ones that capture most attention involve depictions where the viewer feels they can taste the object. For many Indigenous artists capturing taste is an essential
part of cultural knowledge, as they act as visual guides or maps of where food sources are located. The use of aerial mapping in Indigenous art-making techniques often represents specific foods to convey essential information. The use of natural pigments and ochres is traditionally mixed with natural gum resins and animal-derived oils/fats from binding, retaining and preserving the color. Many of these products are edible to highlight the value of our natural resources. Indigenous artist Polly Ngale, whose subject matter of fruit is drawn from acute observation (deep seeing) as a source of knowledge relating to country. Josie Petrick Kemarre illustrates the bush yam, native to her country, by showing the seasonal cycles of bush berries as an essential part of knowing.

**The internal senses**

The role of intuition in creativity should not be overlooked, as it is not only a core component of creative cognition but enables the artist to apply originality through deliberative reasoning (Hodgkinson, Sadler-Smith, Burke, Claxton, & Sparrow, 2009). As a form of knowledge, intuition appears without apparent deliberation. Often referred to as “gut feeling,” this intuitive sense influences decision-making and subsequent actions in daily life (Kahneman, 2011) through felt vibrations that originate in the gut area. This internally felt sense is often reactive in times of stress or fear and acts as a spreading process that circulates throughout the body. Many cultures describe intuition as the knowledge center located in the stomach (gut) region and a spiritual engagement through listening to, trusting in, and acting upon inner guidance (Aurobindo 2006). Buddhism, for example, describes the intuitive mind as an active feeling element in our body (Henden, 2004): the Japanese uses the term “hara,” which translates to “sea of energy,” and Chinese culture uses the term “dantian” to express gut reactivities. Gershon (1998) offers similar references to the stomach area as the enteric or second brain independent of the mind–brain, in its own autonomous reflexes. In a recent Australian study on interactive human-centered approaches in art-making by Loke and Robertson (2013), they explored the connections between the method of bodily awareness in kinesthetic skills and how audiences experience artworks. Examining interactive art and performance, the team investigated navel radiation, a movement initiated in the central stomach area (Berland, 2003, p. 3). Navel radiation is based on the idea that movement rippling out from the navel to our body is a body–mind somatic experience in esthetic practices. Findings from the study indicate that navel radiation is central to exploring our surroundings. This study also suggests that the mind is expressed through the body.

From an Indigenous standpoint, oolgna is our intuitive center of thinking, doing, and being. Intuitive knowing (oolgna) is considered an internalized, enduring emotional signal that is core to thinking (Cameron, 2015). It is an intelligence center located in the stomach region behind the umbilical cord. In visual language, it is illustrated through the symbol of the spiral that projects out through an anticlockwise motion. The anticlockwise movement corresponds with shifts of wave movement in the southeast area of Australia. It is representational of the throwing out of energy (knowledge) from within. Recent research (Ranasinghe, Short, & Symonds, 2004) affirms that wave directions in the southern hemisphere have an anticlockwise movement along with the sun and its shadows, which has a similar trend.
Resynchronizing with oolgna requires a meditative state to reconnect with our senses and see beyond existing embedded thoughts. By aligning the stomach area to the natural rhythmical sounds of the environment, we feel and hear uniformity, which builds our relationship with the natural world (see Figure 3). Aligning our bodies with the natural environmental patterns and rhythms forges our conceptual thinking through acoustic signals of melody, rhythm, harmony, and texture.

Intuitive knowing plays an essential role in analyzing and retrieving information within creative practice. In viewing Indigenous artist Ildiko Kovacs’s work, we can connect our body to the natural rhythms of connection. Kovac uses intuitive knowing by applying repetitive patterning as a tool to detect and interact with its message. Kovac experiments with paint-rollers that open a new process of mark-making by using large gestures of rhythmical forms. Her work expresses the internal rhythms and emotions spontaneously. Kovac applies multiple layering processes by building up and removing paint to inject movement and energetic expression. There is no pre-drawing or planning, as her process involves felt responses in manipulating the canvas. Kovac maps the movement of the landscape, responding intuitively to balance, surface tension, and the interplay of color. Renowned for her highly distinctive pandanus and paperbark fiber sculptures, Indigenous artist Lena Yarinkura also uses intuitive skills when applying ochre pigments into the textured weave of pandanus fibers to depict the water spirits. Her sculptures carry deep spiritual meaning through linear techniques that convey the essence of knowing.

**Ways of imagining**

Imagination is the process of feeling and forming mental images or concepts achieved through dreams or deep contemplation. It is an apparatus through which an artist can make sense of the world. The imaginative process is associated with social
communication and is core to cultural construction (Säljö & Rystedt, 2008). Ways of imagining are exploring, experimenting, and being able to extend our usual boundaries of intellectual concepts by being flexible and open as to what is brought to mind. Most notably, art-making “play[s] to the imagination” (Gadsden, 2008, p. 47) as a way to reshape and revise our own “hidden and subjective” lives (Abbs, 2003, p. 13). As a human activity, imagining induces the other senses to channel the artist’s thinking. In other words, to create something new, it must beforehand be imagined or envisioned. Imagining concerns original thinking, as we can envisage how things might have been or could be. Connecting with imaginative feelings and thoughts facilitates new ideas by building a sense of curiosity about the unpredictable and the unpredicted. Imaginative knowing is, therefore, a boundlessness release “in looking at the world with a fresh approach to what we take for granted” (Monk, 1990). As we awaken our imaginative senses, we can disclose the ordinarily unheard and unexpected to allow for a free flow of emotional input. Indigenous artists often express that their art-making is a spiritually guided process that transforms their process in the making and hence goes beyond mere personal experiences. By applying imaginative methods, Indigenous artist Jan Billycan mixes colors repeatedly in her line-works until they achieve a strong density that reflects the uniqueness and individuality of her country. As a traditional healer, Billycan transforms art-making by utilizing strong metaphoric references to human organs in her landscapes. Her paintings depict imagery of a living and breathing environment by using multilayering patterns and grainy textures that portray a psychological effect in conveying emotional energy through an imaginative process.

**Conclusion**

As multisensory beings, our bodies can push our artistic encounters and challenge our past ways of thinking and doing. By connecting with our multisensory experiences, we can respond to stimuli on an automatic or preconscious level. This rich interplay offers artists an immersive experience and a more meaningful transformational process in art-making. As multisensory artists, we can instinctively feel the coldness of ochre clay, smell the rich odor of oils, touch the smoothness of wooden tools, and dance the natural rhythms of our environments on an unparalleled level. When we start to view ourselves as multisensory beings, the intuitive and imaginative processes become a more automatic response that enables us to be more expressive. Multisensory making allows the artist to think beyond conventional making, which can have a more profound influence on the viewer’s experiences. By communicating our emotions, we enrich our experiences, and communication transfers broaden our interactions with self and the environment.
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